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1 What is Inbound Marketing? 

What is Inbound Marketing? 



Stop Interrupting 
Instead of annoying prospects 
with telemarketing, using mass 
market ads & bulk emailing 
broadcasting  
 
Start Educating 
Create educational content that pulls 
prospects toward your website 
where they can learn more about your 
brand, learn to trust you and 
respect your knowledge. 

Become the destination, 
not the interruption 

What is Inbound Marketing? 



Reach today’s more savvy audiences 

Context 
 

Understand what, 
when and where 

content needs to be, 
to pull your franchise 

leads through the 
sales funnel 

 
Personalise your 

marketing at scale 

Content 
 
Use content to be found 
online by targeted leads 
  
• website pages 
• blog articles 
• social messages  
 
Optimised for search 
and social media 

What is Inbound Marketing? 



2 The Philosophy : 
Why Inbound Works 



Customers now research 
prior to making a 

more informed  
“purchasing decision” 

Why Inbound Works 

People buy differently today 
Customers hold the “balance of power” 

60% of the sales cycle is over before 
a buyer talks to your salesperson 

 
 
 



Traditional Interruption 
marketing... 
 
... costs more 
... returns less 
... is difficult to track ROI 
 

Marketing has changed forever 
Interruption marketing isn’t as effective anymore  

Why Inbound Works 



86% 
skip TV ads 
 
 

The traditional  
Marketing Playback Is 

Broken 

Why Inbound Works 

91% 
unsubscribe 
from email 
 
  
 
 

44% 
of direct mail is 
never opened 
 
  
 
  
 

20M 
on the UK 
Do Not Call list 



3 The Methodology : 
How Inbound Works 



    Inbound helps brands:  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Through a variety of channels: 
Social Media, Blogging, SEO, 
Landing Pages, Forms and Email 

The Inbound Methodology 

How Inbound Works 

Attract 
more 

visitors 

Convert 
more 
leads 

Close 
more 
sales 



The Inbound Methodology Cycle… 

How Inbound Works 



Inbound tool kit: 

• Blogging 

• Social Media 

• Keyword Optimisation 

• Site Pages 

Inbound Step 1: 
Attract strangers and turn them into visitors 

How Inbound Works: Attract 



Stop! 
This is not a stick up…! 
 
But we need to stop 
and pause a moment to  
emphasise the importance 
of blogging because it’s 
that important ... 

How Inbound Works: Attract 



The average company 
that blogs generates: 

How Inbound Works: Attract 

Blogging 
Regular, relevant blogging is king of targeted traffic 

Seriously! 
Blogging works…! 

 

55% more 
website 
visitors 

97% more 
inbound 

links 

126% 
more 
leads 

434% 
more 

indexed 
pages 



Blogging 
Impact of monthly blog articles on inbound traffic 
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How Inbound Works: Attract 



Blogging 
Ask yourself! Do you own or rent your marketing? 
 
 

How Inbound Works: Attract 

56% 
of leads from 
ad campaigns 
>1 month ago 

92% 
of blog leads 
are from OLD 
articles 



ADs are a great way to 
build an organic audience... 
 
…but when your budget 
disappears so does your AD 
and your audiences attention 
 
 

How Inbound Works: Attract 

Blogging 
The gift that keeps on giving and giving 



 
You should regularly 
share remarkable content 
and valuable educational 
information on social networks, 
engage with your prospects & put a 
human face on your brand 

How Inbound Works: Attract 

Social Media 
You need to be consistently active on social networks 



Social Media: Facebook 
Impact of company Facebook reach on inbound traffic 
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How Inbound Works: Attract 



Social Media: Twitter 
Impact of company Twitter reach on inbound traffic 
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How Inbound Works: Attract 



61% Internet users research 
products online 

44% Online shoppers begin by using 
a search engine 

57% TV viewers use the web 
simultaneously 

75% Users never scroll past the first 
page of search results 

How Inbound Works: Attract 

SEO & Keyword research 
Keyword analysis is still the foundation of SEO 



Carefully, analytically 
Select keywords 

Optimise all web pages 

Create audience 
relevant content 

Build links around the 
terms your ideal buyers 

are searching for  

How Inbound Works: Attract 

Targeted Content 
All content must be created around targeted keywords  



Inbound tool kit: 

• Calls-to-Action 

• Landing Pages 

• Forms 

• Lead Management 

Inbound Step 2: 
Convert website visitors into more qualified leads 

How Inbound Works: Convert 



CTAs are buttons or links 
that encourage your visitors 
To take action, such as… 
 
             
 
 
 
No CTAs or if they aren’t enticing 
enough, you won’t generate leads. 

How Inbound Works: Convert 

Call To Actions (CTA) 
Entice your visitors to claim an offer with CTAs 



Visitors arrive at landing page 
to redeem an offer, from the CTA 
 
Here they exchange contact 
details, that you can use to 
start nurturing a relationship with 
 
• Companies with 30> landing pages get 
7x more leads than those with <10 

 
• 48% of marketers build a new landing 
page for each marketing campaign 
 

How Inbound Works: Convert 

Landing Pages 
Drive visitors to landing pages to become qualified leads 



In order for visitors to become 
leads, they must fill out a form 
and submit their contact 
information. 
 
Optimise your form, to make this 
conversion process as easy as 
possible to complete, but ensure the 
form captures the relevant info for 
each target prospect (Buyer Persona)   

How Inbound Works: Convert 

Forms 
Use forms to get the info you need about your prospects 



Inbound tool kit: 

• Lead Scoring 

• Email 

• Closed-Loop Reporting 

Inbound Step 3: 
Close leads into customers through lead nurturing 

How Inbound Works: Close 



What if a visitor clicks on your 
CTA and fills out a form on a 
landing page to download a 
whitepaper, but still isn’t ready 
to become a customer? 
 
Nurture them with a series of 
emails focused on useful, relevant 
content until they’re ready 

Targeted emails 
Send targeted emails to pull leads through sales funnel 
 

How Inbound Works: Close 



59% 
Marketers 

email is best 
channel  to 

drive 
revenue 

 

Relevant 
emails = 18x 

more 
revenue 

than 
broadcast 

  
Personalised 

emails 
improve 

conversion 
rates by 10% 

 

 
Lead nurture 
emails get 4 
to 10x the 
response 

rate 

Targeted emails 
Send targeted emails to pull leads through sales funnel 
 

How Inbound Works: Close 



Know which marketing efforts 
are bringing in the best leads 
and whether your sales team is 
focused on the most qualified 
leads by integrating with your 
Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) system 

Customer relationship management 
Close the loop - Integrate marketing tools with your CRM 

How Inbound Works: Close 



Remember! 
Your customers want to 

feel special 
 
 

How Inbound Works: Delight 



Treat people like people 
and earn trust 
 
Use Smart personalisation 
content to create a tailored 
experience based on 
Prospects’ needs   
 
CTAs to email to landing pages 

How Inbound Works: Delight 

Each customer is unique 
Continue nurturing with personalised content 
 



4 Return on Investment: 
The true value of inbound 



How Inbound Works: ROI 

Return On Investment  
Average 2 year growth with inbound marketing 
 

Starting Leads  

10 - 49 

50 - 499 

500 - 4999 

All Customers 

6Mths 

4.24x 

2.23x 

1.04x 

4.29X 

Less than 10 6.46x 

1Yr 

4.80x 

2.23x 

1.62x 

4.77X 

6.98x 

2Yrs 

5.00x 

2.66x 

1.28x 

5.72X 

8.52x 

In 2015, an MIT Sloan MBA student 
completed a research study on the 
ROI of using HubSpot's marketing 
software.  

Highlights include 

3.15x  
more visitors per month within one year 

4.77x  
more leads per month within one year 

72%  
of customers saw an increase in sales 
revenue within one year 

* Per month 

* 



That’s all folks 
 

We welcome 
any questions 
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